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Multilingualism in the world



• several languages spoken within a geographical area;

• a person’s ability to master several languages;

• a policy requiring
an organisation/a company/an institution
to use several languages for communication

4

What is multilingualism?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the ability of a person to master several languages: �In a European Council of 2017 (the "Social Summit" in Gothenburg) EU leaders encouraged learning of languages, so that more young people would speak at least two European languages in addition to their mother tongue. This echoes the 2002 Barcelona European Council which restated the principle of ‘mother tongue plus two’: all EU citizens should be taught at least two foreign languages in addition to their mother tongue from an early age. Languages are considered a basic skill that every citizen should acquire at school. On multilingual communication:In 2019, in the informal meeting in Sibiu, Romania, the EU27 leaders underlined the importance of good multilingual communication, so that citizens can understand and own EU’s policy and decisions.



Top 10 most spoken languages in 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multilingualism is not a specifically European feature, even if the EU has 24 official languages. �Other continents/countries are much more linguistically diverse, e.g. (South-) Africa, Australia, India, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia…Source of the graph: https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/ethnologue200 
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Translating for a multilingual European Union



24 official languages of the EU urzędowe

Źródło: tps://europa.eu/european-union/documents-publications/slide-presentations_pl
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which language was added as the last one?



Linguists in the EU institutions

Translation Centre

Translators 
± 4 000

Interpreters 
± 1 000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT is one – although largest – of language services working in the EU institutions. There are translation departments at the European Parliament, the Council, the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors, the European Central Bank and the European Investment Bank. The European Social and Economic Committee and the Committee of the Regions have a joint translation department. The Translation Centre works for EU agencies and bodies. All in all, translation work occupies around 4 000 internal staff and companies providing freelance translators.Number of interpreters: around 1000 (SCIC 600, EP 300, CoJ 70). SCIC also has a pool of accredited freelance interpreters.The proportion of all staff linguists of the approx. 60,000-strong total staff of the EU institutions is 8.7%. Why are there separate translation services for each institution? For historical reasons and because institutions have different roles and different text types (e.g. CoJ). Studies have indicated that coordinating such a big group of translators would not be efficient.



Thanks to translation,
people can help build the European
Union and contribute to its openness
and legitimacy.

Translation and democracy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EU citizens' right to democratic participation and dialogue is announced in the Treaty on European Union, Article 11:“The institutions shall, by appropriate means, give citizens and representative associations the opportunity to make known and publicly exchange their views in all areas of Union action.” At the request of the Parliament, the Commission updated its guidelines on translation of public consultations in 2017. The public consultations linked to the Commission Work Programme are available in all official EU languages; all other public consultations must be available in at least EN, FR and DE. EPSO (European Personnel Selection Office) has been criticised by applicants for publishing competition announcements and running recruitment competitions in too few languages. Due to decisions by the Court of Justice, EPSO now publishes competition notices and organises the computer-based admission tests in all official languages. The language industry (TAUS) and EU legislation (directive 2010/64/EU of 20 October 2010 on the right to interpretation and translation in criminal proceedings) have considered translation so crucial as to compare it to a basic human right. 



We translate from and into all the EU’s 24 official languages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT deals with written texts for the European Commission. It does not work for other institutions or bodies nor for external requesters.
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• Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union
Citizens have a right to address the official EU
bodies in any of the EU’s official languages and
to receive a reply in that language.

• Council Regulation No 1/58
Regulations and other documents of general
application shall be drafted in the official
languages.

The legal basis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EU’s language regime is based on the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Article 342:"The rules governing the languages of the institutions of the Union shall, without prejudice to the provisions contained in the Statute of the Court of Justice of the European Union, be determined by the Council, acting unanimously by means of regulations.“  Council Regulation 1/1958Council Regulation 1/1958, Article 4 stipulates:”Regulations and other documents of general application must be drafted in the official languages.” The Regulation mentions drafting, not translation, to signal that all official and working languages are equal. DGT (and other EU translation services) put that principle into practice. The equal authenticity of all language versions is also mentioned in the Treaty on European Union, Article 55.Regulation 1/1958 stipulates, too, that the Official Journal (of the European Union) must be published in all official languages for EU law to enter into force in any Member State.Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Article 20 and Article 24 give the EU citizens the right to address the institutions in any of the official languages and to receive a reply in the same language.This right is also mentioned in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Article 41:“ Every person may write to the institutions of the Union in one of the languages of the Treaties and must have an answer in the same language”. 



Translation is central to the legislative process

Translation and editing contribute to better policy and 
law-making

Translation as part of the 
legislative process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translation is central at every stage of political process: in drafting laws, Court of Justice proceedings, and in multilingual flow of documents in the European Parliament. Translators contribute to the legislative process by offering high-quality translation and by cooperating with requesting policy DGs. Editors make sure that documents are clearer. Both contribute to better regulation. Better regulation is about designing and evaluating EU policies and laws transparently, with evidence, and backed up by the views of citizens and stakeholders. It covers all policy areas and aims for targeted regulation that goes no further than required, in order to achieve objectives and bring benefits at minimum cost. The photo shows the entire acquis communautaire translated into Bulgarian and Romanian, the new official EU languages in 2007. Acquis communautaire = the body of the EU law in force that binds all Member States. Currently the acquis comprises around 180,000 pages. �Every country joining the EU has to have it translated before accession.  1 Page = 1,500 characters without spaces.



TRANSLATION covers all subject areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT translates texts concerning all fields where the Commission has the right to initiate legislation. NB. If you would like to show some details /numbers and practical examples of the type of texts we translate in DG – please consider using slide number: 26. 



• Official/working/Treaty languages: 24
• Procedural languages:

English, French, German (Commission)

• Additional languages:
Basque, Catalan, Galician

Types of languages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Official languagesCouncil Regulation 1/1958, Article 1: “The official languages and the working languages of the institutions of the Union shall be Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish and Swedish.”Article 2: Any of the official languages can be used in correspondence with the EU institutions and the writer has the right to receive a reply in the same language. Article 5: EU legislation is published in all the official languages. As for Irish, to date, only correspondence with the public and regulations adopted jointly by the European Parliament and the Council under the ordinary legislative procedure have been translated into Irish, under a derogation requested by the Irish authorities in 2005. The derogation, last reviewed in December 2015, will be gradually phased out in 2017-2022, requiring the EU institutions to build up the necessary capacity to translate all texts into Irish.Working languages: Those used within or between institutions. The official languages are also the working languages of the EU.  For comparison, the United Nations has 193 member states, but six working languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish).Treaty languages: Those in which the primary legislation, Treaties and Acts of Accession are drawn up. Irish was a Treaty language before it was granted the status of an official language on 1 January 2007 (i.e. primary legislation had to be translated into Irish). Procedural languages	For efficiency reasons, not all working languages are used all the time. Article 6 of Regulation No 1 allows EU institutions to stipulate in their rules of procedure which languages are to be used in specific cases. These are called ‘procedural languages’. In the Commission, they are English, French and German. Depending on the specific file (e.g. concerning a particular Member State), further language versions may be required.Non-procedural languages: All the other official languages are called ‘non-procedural languages’. Additional languages:  Languages recognised by the constitution of a Member State on all or part of its territory or authorised by law for use as a national language. These are languages other than those listed in Regulation No 1. 	In June 2005, the Council accepted at request of Spain the use in the EU institutions of Basque, Catalan and Galician, which have special status under the Spanish Constitution. Each institution has made its own arrangements with the Spanish government, which will bear any extra expense incurred. 	
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2005, the Council adopted conclusions so that citizens from those Member States which have officially recognised regional languages have the possibility to write to the EU institutions in these languages. The Council was prompted to take this action in response to a political initiative by Spain concerning Basque, Catalan and Galician. Based on the conclusions, each institution has made its own arrangements. In the Commission, these arrangements are the following. �If the Commission receives a letter or e-mail in one of these regional languages, it will be addressed to the Spanish Permanent Representation which will send a translation to the Commission. If a reply is requested, the Commission will send it, in Spanish, to the Spanish Permanent Representation, which will then forward it to the citizen in the language of the original correspondence. Under the Lisbon Treaty, arrangements can be made between a Member State and the EU institutions on the use of any other additional language.



• English is an official EU language since the UK and
Ireland joined the European Communities in 1973.

• A move to change this would require unanimity, including
from the representatives of Ireland and Malta.

• In the Commission, English remains one of the three
procedural languages.

English an EU language after Brexit?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Now that the United Kingdom has withdrawn from the EU, the status of English as an EU official language is being questioned by many. The simple answer is that it remains an official language.	Why is English (or any other language) an official language of the EU in the first place? Because it's been listed as an official language in Regulation 1/58 ever since the UK and Ireland joined the European Communities in 1973. While it was added to the list at the UK's request, any change requires a unanimous decision by all Member States in the Council. 	A move to delete English from the list of official languages would require unanimity, including from the representatives of Ireland and Malta. 	The role of the English language has not been, and will not be, a matter of negotiation between the EU and the UK. It is internal EU business. 	Inside the Commission, it's up to the President to decide on the internal procedural languages in accordance with the needs of the College. There has been no change for the 3 procedural languages (English, French and German). 



DG Translation
in the European Commission



European Commission



• Promotes the general interest of the EU

• Proposes new legislation

• Implements and enforces the EU law and budget

• Represents the EU internationally

Commission's role

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is the Commission's role reflected in the work of Commission’s translators? For example, new concepts and vocabulary, new document types to translate….



Brussels

46%

DG Translation

Across the EU: 1%

Luxembourg

53%
Images: © iStock.com/bluebearry

Total staff: 2 000 Translators

70%

* Management, assistants, IT, HR and finance, outsourcing, training, communication etc.

Women

67%
Men

33%
Support 

staff*

30%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across the EU = Field offices in each Member State except Belgium and Luxembourg. 



Organisation chart
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organisation of the DGTThe chart illustrates DGT’s linguistic structure: each official language has a department. The chart may help explain the workflow of a translation request: From the requester in a Commission DG  Demand management unit (internally known as Planning) registrates translation in internal workflow systems, negotiates and agrees on the deadline and the language versions  language departments  translating unit dealing with the subject matter  revision within the unit  final translation returned to the requester. 



DG TRANSLATION output 2020: 
2.3 million translated pages – 2000 staff
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the green dashed line indicates the total staff of round 2000 (cf. slide 20). DGT works for 43 Commission DGs and general and internal services.On average, DGT handles 300 translation requests per day.In 2020, DGT’s deadline compliance rate was 99.4%. The satisfaction rate of DGT’s customers (Commission’s other DGs) is 86% (data from the Customer Satisfaction Survey of 2016).
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Languages of original documents 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of pages drafted in English has constantly increased. Today, English is the principal drafting language inside the Commission because it is the second language of a large number of the Commission officials.Information sent to the Commission by the Member States has increased in line with every enlargement, and so has the number of pages translated into English, French and German. These procedural languages are used internally – EN and FR the most – for Commission officials to understand documents sent by the MS.	2019 for comparison	EN 	85%FR 	  4%DE 	  2%Others 	  9%



Languages of translated documents 2020
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is the number of pages translated into EN so high? �The Commission receives a large number of documents from the Member States in all their languages. These have to be translated into a language understandable to the Commission officials dealing with the subject matter, and today, their second language is mostly English. Explanation of the language abbreviations:BG: Bulgarian; ES: Spanish; CS: Czech; DA: Danish; DE: German; ET: Estonian; EL: Greek; EN: English; FR: French; GA: Irish; IT: Italian; LV: Latvian; LT: Lithuanian; HR: Croatian; HU: Hungarian; MT: Maltese; NL: Dutch; PL: Polish; PT: Portuguese; RO: Romanian; SK: Slovak; SL: Slovenian; FI: Finnish; SV: Swedish. 



In-house
1 619 448

69%

Outsourced
726 565

31%

Total: 2 346 013
Documents of all kinds
EXCEPT urgent, politically 
sensitive or confidential

Primarily from/into 
the 24 EU official languages

26

Translation outsourcing 2020

Translated pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The languages we need are primarily the EU's official languages. Most commonly, into and out of English, French or German.In some fields, such as trade, development & cooperation and external relations, translations are sometimes needed in non-EU languages (e.g. Chinese, Russian, Arabic). 



What we translated in 2020

Others, 0%

Consulting the public on EU policy, 
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documents, 8%

Incoming 
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Every EU citizen can write to 
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the official languages and 

receive an answer in the same 
language.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Commission sets out 30 different types of documents.1: Law proposals; Communications to the Commission; corrigenda; budget cycle documents, Commission guidelines to the MS; Commission working papers; College meeting agendas and minutes; staff working documents; impact assesments, evaluations, fitness checks and their executive summaries; reports of working/expert groups.2: Press releases; background memos and briefings, opinion editorials; texts for EUROPA and social media; publications; speeches, articles, presentations; outgoing correspondence/information to Member States/citizens/organisations.3: Notices to be published in the OJ of the EU; Commission statements; calls for tenders/proposals/manifestations of interest, including all supporting documents.4: Incoming correspondence/information from Member States/citizens/organisations; reports of Member States; notifications of legislation by Member States or third parties. 5: Commission communications and reports to other EU institutions and Member States; replies to EP's questions and to opinions of national parliaments; procedural documents to CoJ or national courts.6: Green and White Papers; public consultation documents. 7: Administrative notices/staff forms; EPSO competition tests.  



• Full-length translation

• Web translation

• eTranslation

• Translation hotline

• Summary (written, oral)

• Translation of confidential texts

• Editing of originals

• Linguistic advice

• Web editing and drafting

• Corrigenda

• Service-level agreements

• Lead translator

• Stand-by

Our products and services
Translation products Translation services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A product is the result of a linguistic process.Our customers: 1) Primarily the Commission’s departments (DGs), 2) but finally the citizens.Our goal: Provide translations of high quality and fit for their intended purpose.Full-length translation: Translation of a complete text linked to Commission procedures and obligations, and documents for communication to a wide public. Classified or confidential documents are translated in specific secured premises and conditions.  Web translation and editing of content for EUROPA. During drafting of web pages: Linguistic advice and editing – site structure and language regime, navigation menus, clear focus for each page, search engine optimisation, volume reduction. Finished web pages: Translation, clear language, localisation to suit each language and meet any linguistic sensitivities, key search terms, usability checks of published pages.eTranslation: Quick automatic raw translations for readers who want to get the gist of a text written in a language they do not understand. These must be revised or "post-edited" if they are to be used for anything other than basic comprehension. Available to translators and other staff of all EU institutions and bodies, and to public administrations and SMEs of EU countries. See slides 30-31 for more info.Translation hotline: A fast-track service for translating texts of no more than 300 characters (a word, sentence or paragraph) into one or more languages within one working day. Best for captions, links, menu items. Written summary:  A condensed writing of the main points of a text.  Oral summary: Quick oral account of the content of texts that interest you. Once you know what a text is about, you can, if necessary, ask DGT for a full translation of the parts which interest you the most.Editing of originals: Revision of core Commission policy documents or documents intended for the public, written in EN or FR (which often is NOT the drafter’s mother tongue), to ensure that the spelling, punctuation, grammar and style conform to good usage and to the Commission's rules. Corrigenda service: Analysis of correction requests for translation errors or inconsistencies in adopted Commission document. Correction, if necessary, via a corrigendum or a correcting act. Service-level agreements : To cover non-compulsory translations (charged back to DGs) and offer tailored forms of cooperation in outsourcing.Lead translator: Coordinates between translators and the customer/author DG to check and clarify possible translation problems, recommends editing where necessary.Stand-by service: For urgent requests outside office hours (from 18.00 to 8.30 on workdays, and 24 h weekends/holidays).



Image from adobe stock

• IATE (public)

• EUR-Lex (public)

• CAT and
SDL Trados Studio

• eTranslation

• Euramis

• Quest Metasearch

• DGT Vista IDOL

• Speech recognition

• Dictionaries, glossaries

Translation tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Online information sources and tools that DGT translators use in their work:Open to the public: IATE (InterActive Terminology for Europe): Interinstitutional, multilingual database containing 1 million records and 8 million terms. Its main purpose is to facilitate the work of translators in the EU, but it is widely used across Europe and the world. On average, IATE receives 120,000 queries a day.  EUR-Lex: Compendium of all EU laws currently in force in all official EU languages. In internal use (NOT open to the public): CAT (Computer-Aided Translation) for creating and managing translations. Uses previously translated text retrieved from a central memory. SDL Trados Studio, combined with CAT Client software developed by DGT. eTranslation: Machine translation service of the Commission based on neural network technology, developed in the Commission (see slides 30-31). Euramis: DGT’s central translation memory with more than 1,2 billion translated sentences in 24 EU languages.  Quest: Metasearch engine to search for multilingual terminology in up to 30 terminology sources at one go (in the public domain or within DGT).  DGT Vista IDOL: Search-and-view engine of all Commission documents and their translations produced since 1994.  Speech recognition software converts dictated speech into written text. DGT translators use the following: Dragon Naturally Speaking 12 (for DE, EN, ES, FR, IT, NL); DictaTrans (for FI, PT, SV); Speechtex (for HU); Newton Dictate (for CS).  



• ePoetry: tool for sending translation or editing requests

• ManDesk: workflow management system

• TraDesk: interface for managing documents and tasks,
and electronic archiving of documents

Workflow tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ePoetry (Processing Of Electronic Translation Reguests): For sending translation requests from Commission departments (DGs) to DGT, and for retrieving completed translations and edited documents.�ManDesk: An electronic workflow management system for managing and tracking translation requests inside DGT. The system is used to assign translation tasks to units and translators, and to send translated documents back to requesters. Supports also workload monitoring (calendar module, pressure statistics), quality assurance (evaluation & revisions), and corrigenda requests. TraDesk (Translator's Desktop): Allows translators and editors to - manage their documents and tasks (translation, revision, editing, evaluation of outsourced work) - consult the archive of past and ongoing translations- see which colleagues are working on the same documents- consult each other and write in Note/ELISE.  



• Machine translation service developed in the Commission

• Covers all 24 EU’s official languages + Norwegian, Icelandic,
Russian, Chinese, Japanese and Turkish

• Based on neural technology and EU data

• Guarantees security and confidentiality

• In 2020 70 million pages translated, 250 million requests

eTranslation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eTranslation, the machine translation system developed by DGT with two other Commission DGs, DIGIT and CNECT.- launched in November 2017- covers 24 EU’s official languages + Norwegian, Icelandic, Russian, Chinese, Japanese and Turkish (650 language combinations in total). �Why these non-EU languages? Norwegian and Icelandic are EEA languages; Russian, Chinese and Japanese are big international languages and of  interest to users (EU staff + national public administrations); Turkish is the language of one of EU´s biggest neighbours and a candidate country. - based on EU data and neural machine translation- eTranslation has various translation engines covering different subject areas (domains). To get the best translation, choose the domain that best fits your text: EU formal language, General text, Public health - for security and confidentiality, see details in the WebInterface’s Liability and Data privacy statement at https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/etranslation/statement.html  - to improve its quality and performance, 30 European countries collect language and translation data as part of the European Language Resource Coordination project (ELRC, launched in 2015)



• European institutions and bodies

• Universities

• Public administrations in the EEA countries

• Integrated in more than 91 EU platforms

• European Union small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

Who can use eTranslation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- used in all EU institutions’ translation services as a pre-processing tool- used in the other EC departments to give basic idea of a text written in a language unfamiliar to the reader   - NOT suitable for classified documents (Restreint EU/EU Restricted or higher category)  - NOT suitable for final use or publishing – a final text always needs to be edited by a human translator- can be used by universities, especially those involved in the European Master's of Translation Network- public administrations and SMEs of the EU countries can request access- enables EU (and EEA) countries to operate across borders, therefore the  Commission has integrated eTranslation in more than 91 platforms, for example:�  - IMI (Internal Market Information System)�  - Solvit, on-line problem solving network concerning non-application of Internal Market law)  - TED (Tenders Electronic Daily), dedicated to European public procurement (online version of the Supplement to the�    Official Journal of the European Union) �  - ODR (Online Dispute Resolution), a platform to facilitate the resolution of consumer disputes out-of-court�  - EURES, the European Job Mobility portal networking the European employment services�  - e-Justice, the future electronic one-stop-shop in the area of justice  - European Data Portal  - being rolled out on EUROPA



Translation workflow in the Commission (1)

Requester sends 
translation/editing 

request

ePOETRY ManDesk TraDesk

DGT’s demand 
management 
accepts the 

request

Translator 1 
creates 

translation file

Translator 1 
translates document
Word, CAT, Excel, 

HTML, XML…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All requests are sent by ePoetry to Euramis for automatic retrieval of previously translated documents which are relevant for the request at hand. In the meantime the responsible department assigns the job to the translator(s) via ManDesk.Euramis results are automatically stored in a document server. Translators have access to these pre-processed files through TraDesk.CatClient allows users to automatically create a local translation project with TM and MT, containing relevant translation information and fill in the metadata. Aﬅer interactive translation with SDL Trados Studio, CatClient is used to generate the translation, export a translation memory and save it to Euramis.



Translation workflow in the Commission (2)

Translator 2 

revises text and 

translator 1 

corrects it

Final translation is 

released and

archived

TraDesk

+ Euramis

Translation is sent 

to the requester

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translation is sent to the requester via ePoetry Services.



IATE.EUROPA.EU
public multilingual term base

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IATE (= “InterActive Terminology for Europe”): Interinstitutional, multilingual database containing 1 million records and 8 million terms in all EU languages, and in Latin for botanical and zoological names, plus some other languages. Its main purpose is to facilitate the work of translators in the EU, but it is widely used across Europe and the world. On average, IATE receives 120,000 queries a day. All IATE data is produced and managed by terminologists and policy specialists. 



EUR-Lex.europa.eu
Free public access to EU law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Example: Regulation 1/58 with multilingual display in 3 languages �(a document can be displayed in up to 3 languages simultaneously).  EUR-Lex provides free access to European Union law (EU treaties, directives, regulations etc.) and other public documents (legislative proposals, reports, green and white papers, EU case-law, international agreements, and the authentic Official Journal of the European Union). The website is available in the 24 official EU languages - choose your preferred language from the language bar at the top. The database is updated daily with some texts dating back to 1951. 



Legislation:

• 23 of the 24 equally authentic language versions are produced by translators 
 multilingual concordance

• Same legal effect in 24 languages for uniform application 
in 27 legal orders accuracy, reliability, clarity

Policy documents and outreach material: 

• Reliability, clarity, readability, correct style and register

Quality in translation - EU context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is more to translation quality than absence of errors. Effective communication requires texts to be easy to read and understand, and in multilingual law-making many formal drafting guidelines need to be applied.  Correct usage of the target language, correct use of subject-specific and EU terminology, consistency with the original and between the different language versions, and compliance with the specific conventions for different types of texts (legal, political, letters, speeches, web etc.).



DGT’s mission: high-quality translation

• accuracy, consistency, timeliness

• cost-efficiency, optimal use of internal and external resources and 
technology

Quality in translation for DGT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT’s mission is to provide the European Commission with high-quality translation services.



• Total Quality Management

• Quality management framework

• Translation quality guidelines

• Guidelines for evaluating outsourced translations

• Quality network

DGT’s reference model for quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT has a quality management system with a total quality management vision: the focus is on the customer, and quality is planned, assured, controlled and improved along different processes. Quality management framework defines- quality and the main processes related to it- quality managers' role and responsibilitiesTranslation quality guidelinesprovide guidance on translation, quality control, risk assessmentdefine four categories of text types according to their purpose and the risks involved Guidelines for evaluation of outsourced translationsQuality network: 4 quality managers and 24 quality officers (one for each language department)



Two core principles:

• Risk assessment

• Fitness for purpose

Quality management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk assessment: To allocate translation, revision, evaluation or outsourcing tasks to people with the right competence profiles (domain and text type).  Fitness for purpose means that a translation is suitable for its intended communicative use, and satisfies the expressed or implied needs and expectations of DGT’s customer DGs, partners in other EU institutions, end users and stakeholders. 



Quality assurance and control

TRANSLATION

BEFORE AFTERDURING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before: Proactive and anticipatory planning of work processes, editing of originals, Clear Writing campaign/training, pre-processing, risk assessment.During: Quality control methods, tools and aids, information sharing (Note/Elise), support by lead translator, terminologists and quality officers.After: Revision/review; evaluation; feedback, post-alignment in Euramis.Different quality assurance and control methods:Revision: Comparing source and target texts.Review: Reading through the translation to check that 1) the text is fluent,�2) it makes sense and 3) the terminology is correct. Detailed comparison with the source text only when in doubt.Evaluation: Check of a sample (applies to outsourced texts).Feedback: For example, correction requests.



What else do we do?

Links with 
schools and 
universities

Terminology
and tools

Visiting

Translator

Scheme
Cooperation

with translation
community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT’s objective is in external communication is to give visibility to languages and translation and to promote the translation profession. Following this objective, DGT runs the following outreach projects for its external stakeholders: Translating Europe, Juvenes Translatores, European Day of Languages, European Master's in Translation.Other activities have both internal and external elements:Development of our tools: eTranslation (in cooperation with CNECT and DIGIT) and IATE (in cooperation with other EU institutions). Users of both systems are in-house and outside.Clear writing campaign is run within the Commission for the Commission staff, but links to many similar clear writing initiatives in the EU countries.Visiting Translator Scheme is a two-way project: It enables DGT translators to develop their knowledge, skills and competences. But it also involves an important public relations element, because it makes DGT's know-how in translation, terminology and multilingualism available to the visited organisation.The annual celebration of the European Day of Languages is addressed mainly to the general public, but also to the staff of the Commission and other EU institutions.



Public

DG translation stakeholders

Machine 
translation

users

Language 
industry

DGT

National 
authorities

International 
organisations

Language 
institutes

Schools 
and 

universities

EMT 
universities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT has long-standing relations with various stakeholders in the world of translation. It runs some projects together with them to the benefit of the whole translation community.Translation Europe Forum and Workshops are occasions to bring representatives of the whole translation community together. Stakeholders from the language industry: providers and buyers of translation services in private and public sector, language technology companies, language trainers, …In the EMT network, DGT has facilitated cooperation between the language industry and universities. Together they are organising work placements for EMT students/graduates. National authorities are important users of our translations, but also a source of information, e.g. on terminology. Our language departments have good contacts with experts in national administrations. They are also (potential) users of eTranslation. There is a natural link between national authorities and the EMT Network because education is a national competence. The general public is a stakeholder because in the end we translate for the citizen, be it legislation or EU information on-line or in print. International cooperation: DGT is in contact with the language departments of other international organisations, such as the UN (IAMLADP), the Canadian Translation Bureau, OECD, the World Bank, IMF, Pan-African Masters Consortium in Interpretation and Translation (PAMCIT).



Juvenes Translatores

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT outreach project for secondary schools #JuvenesTranslatores is a translation contest for secondary schools in the EU. The idea is to raise the profile of language learning and the translator’s profession. 17-year old students from randomly selected schools across the EU compete against each other by translating texts from one EU official language into another. The period for schools to register runs from 1 September to 20 October every year, and the contest day is in November. Winners are announced the following year in February, and they are invited to come to Brussels to receive their prizes in March/April.(Photo: Winners of the edition 2018-2019 at their award ceremony.)



Network of MA study 
programmes in translation

Quality label

European Master’s in Translation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT outreach project for higher educationEMT stands for ‘European Master’s in Translation’. It is a quality label for translation programmes at master’s level. DGT gives it to higher education programmes that meet commonly accepted quality standards for the translator training. Universities offering translation courses in line with these standards are selected to become members of the EMT network. The network currently comprises member programmes from 81 universities. 65 are located in EU Member States and 16 in non-EU countries (UK, Switzerland and Lebanon).The main goal of EMT is to improve the quality of translator training and to get highly skilled people to work as translators in the EU. In the long run, the EMT also seeks to enhance the status of the translation profession in the EU.  DGT supports the network by providing the secretariat for the EMT Board and through the organisation of the EMT network meetings with a view to foster cooperation and exchange best practices. See: https://myintracomm-collab.ec.europa.eu/networks/DGTLD/EMT/EMT%20in%20a%20nutshell/Forms/AllItems.aspx 



Objectives:

• improve quality of
translator training
through joint standards:
EMT competence
framework

• enhance the status of
the translation
profession

European Master’s in Translation

Language and culture

Translation

Technology

Personal and interpersonal

Service provision
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Current emt network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All in all 81 universities, including a Lebanese programme. - 56 old members + 4 back again (after drop-out in previous selection), 21 new. 25 refused (2 non-EU)- Number of applications 109 (5 non-EU)- New countries: Estonia, Malta, the Netherlands- Not represented: Denmark (dropped out), Croatia - 3 applications unsuccessful, Sweden – application unsuccessful, Cyprus, Luxembourg – no MA in translation.



Bringing together translation stakeholders in Europe
Translating Europe Forum yearly in Brussels

• 7th (online) edition 2020: Platforms: digital ecosystems for translation

Translating Europe Project (1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT's outreach project for the translation community#TranslatingEurope aims to bring together all stakeholders in the area of translation, to establish a more structured dialogue and promote cooperation in common interest areas. DGT's stakeholders include universities (especially those in the European Master’s in Translation Network), the language industry, national language institutes, translation services of the public sector (or authorities) in the Member States, professional associations, translation service providers and (potential) translators.The project is carried out in the context of the Erasmus+ programme with full support of DG Education and Culture. With the project, DGT seeks to create a community of interest in order to give visibility to the world of translation, share good practices, develop common projects and promote a diversified and sustainable market for professional translators in Europe.The Forum also aims to give a voice and an active role to young people about to enter the profession or who have just started.#2020TEF looked at digital platforms from two angles:- the effect of digital platforms on the translation profession (new business models and workflows for translators and �language service providers)- digital platforms and their translation needs, or how translation supports digital platformsrecordings are available on our youtube channel – https://youtube.com/DGTranslation 



Translating Europe Workshops in EU countries 

Translating Europe Project (2)

• 2020: 17 workshops (in person , online or hybrid)
in 15 countries

• Technologies, skills, tools, training

• Status of the translation profession

• Employability of young translation graduates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workshops complement the yearly forum and consist of smaller scale events, targeted at specialised audiences within national translation communities. They are organised by DGT’s Field Offices in the EU Member States, often in cooperation with universities of the European Master's in Translation. The aims of the workshops are, in particular: cooperation with translation stakeholders in all translation-related areas terminology work employability of young translation graduates and students links with the topic of the previous or upcoming Forum, where possible 



Presenter
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Why: To celebrate Europe’s rich linguistic heritage, multilingualism and lifelong language learningWhat: Shows, kids’ activities, games, language courses, quizzes, radio and TV programmes, conferences and many other eventsWhen: 26 September every yearWhere: In all EU Member States, mostly organised by our Field Offices alone or in cooperation with local partners



• Translator(s) at the Commission Representations

• Translate and localise

• Contacts with DGT's stakeholders; communication and
public relations

• Organise and promote events and projects
(#EDLangs, #TranslatingEurope, #JuvenesTranslatores,
#DiscoverTranslation, #EMTnet)
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Our Field offices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT has a field office in all EU countries except Belgium and Luxembourg. In these countries, the work is done by the Representations themselves and where necessary by language departments and other units (DGT.02, R.4,…).Volume of translation varies greatly between the field offices. Localisation means adapting the (translated) text to the local environment. Field offices play an important role in running the Juvenes Translatores contest locally (going to schools, meeting the winners, promoting and informing), organising EDL events, often in cooperation with their Representation and/or national partners (e.g. EUNIC), and organising Translating Europe Workshops. Field Officers visit universities and schools to promote translator profession, multilingualism, and to have personal contact with students and teachers.



• Be concrete not abstract

• KISS! Keep It Short and Simple

• Cut out excess nouns

• Think of your reader

• Junk the jargon

Clear Writing campaign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGT project in the Commission- Aim of the Clear Writing campaign is to encourage everyone in the European Commission to write more clearly. - The Clear Writing team provide regular training courses, included one tailored to certain units' needs, and produce a weekly clear writing tip which is currently emailed to over 3000 subscribers (in EN/FR).- Writing clearly means producing shorter, simpler documents that appeal to more readers. This also contributes to Better Regulation, one of the Commission's priorities. - All types of documents, in all languages, can be improved, although in practice almost everything is drafted in English or French so the Campaign focuses on those two languages. - Practical information and training for our Commission colleagues: Commission Clear Writing Guide (EN), booklet How To Write Clearly (in 24 languages).- The daily work of editing original texts is part of our quality assurance before translation (see slide 40).  



• WHAT: For studying, teaching, translating, presenting
DGT, networking

• WHERE: University, public institution, international
organisation, private company in an EU country

• HOW LONG: 1-2 weeks

• WHY: Mutual interest, benefit and exchanges

Visiting Translator Scheme (VTS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visiting translator scheme (VTS)A project-based training that allows DGT translators to 1) develop their competencies and present DGT/Commission, 2) contribute to the relations with our external stakeholders – students, university teachers, experts, staff in national public institutions and private companies.To avoid conflict of interests, language service providers (or any other type of company where translation is the core business or the main output) are excluded from the scheme. The private companies to be considered for the VTS are those where translation represents a support service.Number of projects: 25 in 2020, 38 in 2019, 26 in 2018.



• Domain-specific

• Digital confidence

• Languages

• VTS

Training and professional 
development

Image from rawpixel.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- On average, DGT staff has 6.3 days of training per year.- Different methods available: on-the-job, e-learning, online sessions, classroom.- Different providers: DGT itself, DG HR central training, European School of public Administration (EUSA), external providers.- Increase in management training and organisational development.- Strong focus on maintaining and developing digital skills.

http://rawpixel.com/


• DG Translation 2020: €349 million, or
0.2% of total EU budget

• All translation and interpreting in all EU
institutions cost each EU citizen
2,5 euros per year

• The cost of multilingualism adds up to less
than 1% of the annual EU budget

Cost of translation

Vecteur créé par freepik - fr.freepik.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The total EU budget: The proposal for the 2020 budget represents around 2 % of all EU public spending, with appropriations of EUR 168,3 billion (+1,3 % compared to the 2019 budget) proposed in commitments, and EUR 153,6 billion (+3,5 %) in payments, corresponding to 0,99 % and 0,90 % of EU gross national income (GNI) respectively (source: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/budget/data/DB/2020/en/SEC00.pdf).The cost of DG Translation in 2020 was €349 million, which is 0.2% of the total EU budget. In the EU total budget, translation costs are part of the administrative costs which have so far been 6-7% of the total budget (6,68% in 2018). �Translation accounts for approximately 3.5% of the administrative costs.All translation and interpreting services in all EU institutions cost around €1.1 billion a year. �This represents less than 1% of the EU budget (0.76%). �After the withdrawal of the UK from the EU, translation and interpreting in all EU institutions cost €2.5 per citizen per year (€2.46%). 



• Provide high-quality translation

• Make the most of translation technology

• Develop flexible resource mix

• Maintain digital confidence of staff

• Promote translation profession

• Contribute to digitally fit Europe with eTranslation

Objectives and challenges 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the management plan 2021, DGT's objectives are: - contribute to the Commission’s political priorities through high-quality translation- deployment of new CAT environment, transition from Poetry to ePoetry, start roll-out of Euramis Next Generation, full roll-out of eTranslation on EUROPA and EU platforms- continue to build up translation capacity into Irish in view of full language regime by 2022- organise temporary staff selections in line with DGT´s succession plan- build professional partnerships with the TRAD19 contractors and develop IT supporting its functioning- promote multilingualism and translation profession through external communication and outreach activities



Working in and with
DG Translation



• Permanent job (EU official)

• Temporary staff

• Contract staff

• External contractor (freelance)

• Trainee

Job opportunities

photo créée par freepik - fr.freepik.com



• €4.883,11/month starting salary (for officials and temporary agents);
€3.531,26/month starting salary (for contract agents)

• Good leave entitlement

• Varied and challenging work with scope to shape your own career in the
Commission

• Job security

• Multicultural environment

• Flexible working-time arrangements
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What can the Commission offer you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic monthly salaries for each grade and step in function groups AD and AST given in Article 66 of the Staff Regulations, applicable from 1 July 2019 (OJ of the EU C 420, 13.12.2019).Examples of mobility opportunities:  in DG Translation: terminology (IATE), editing, outreach (Field Offices, communication), secondments for Council Presidencies other posts in the Commission (since everyone belongs to the same staff categories - administrator or assistant).Flexibility: part-time, flexitime, telework. 



Recruitment criteria

You must be an 
EU citizen

Vecteur créé par iconicbestiary - fr.freepik.com

You must hold a full
university degree in 
languages or 
another field 
(minimum BA)

No professional 
experience is 
required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EU citizenship: military service obligations fulfilled.University degree: at least 3 years higher education (BA level). In addition to a degree in languages or translation, a degree in the following fields is very useful: law, economics, accountancy, auditing, finance, natural sciences, social and political sciences, technology.



Publication:
• Official Journal of the European Union (C edition)

• EPSO (European Personnel Selection Office) website
eu-careers.eu

• Selection procedure: 9 - 12 months

61

Recruitment competitions for EU officials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current EPSO procedure for selecting permanent staff for EU institutions: annual competitions for the most common job profiles – translators and interpreters in summer  competency-based testing assessment of specific professional skills and knowledge assessment of core competencies: analysis and problem solving; communicating; delivering quality and results; learning and development; prioritising and organising; resilience; working with others. Participants will have the possibility to receive feedback on their performance. Some competitions are open to university students in their final year, provided they are scheduled to graduate during the competition. They will be recruited only if they graduate.Recommendation: Show the audience the EPSO website eu-careers.eu.



The competition process

Vecteurs créés par iconicbestiary ,photoroyalty et GraphiqaStock - fr.freepik.com

Computer-based pre-selection 
tests in L1 
+ language competency tests
in L2 and L3

Translation tests L2 -> L1 
and L3 -> L1

Create an EPSO 
account and apply 

online

Assessment centre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Create an EPSO account and apply online.2. Computer-based tests (CBT) of cognitive ability (verbal, numerical and abstract reasoning) plus tests on language competency. 3. Translation test for applicants with highest marks in CBT in a test centre. 4. Assessment Centre (Brussels or Luxembourg) testing general�    competencies – 1 full day Structured interviewGroup exerciseOral presentation Conducted in the candidate's language 2 (English, French or German), except for profiles requiring specific language skills5. The reserve lists will be valid for 1 year or for a longer period (typically 3 years).Sample tests are on the EPSO website.



Translator competitions have usually these two options:

Language knowledge

OPTION 2

Language 1: minimum level - C2 (perfect 
knowledge) of the competition language 

Language 2: minimum level - C1 (thorough 
knowledge)  in English, French or German. This 
must be different from language 1.

Language 3: minimum level - C1 (thorough 
knowledge) in one of the 24 official EU languages. 
This must be different from languages 1 and 2 and 
not English, French or German. 

OPTION 1

Language 1: minimum level - C2 (perfect 
knowledge) of the competition language 

Language 2: minimum level - C1 (thorough 
knowledge) in English, French or German. This 
must be different from language 1.

Language 3: minimum level - C1 (thorough 
knowledge) in English, French or German. 
This must be different from languages 1 and 2.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, knowledge of any additional languages is an asset.



Degree in languages or translation NOT necessary

Translator profile and skills needed:
• ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission/working-eu/translator-profile

• epso.europa.eu/career-profiles/languages

64

Other skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translators profileCommission translators translate political, legal and administrative texts, and web texts, usually into their main language. DGT needs high-calibre graduates — including people with science degrees or non-language arts degrees relevant to EU policies.Basic requirements ability to grasp varied and complex issues, react swiftly to changing circumstances, manage information and communicate effectively;  initiative, imagination, intellectual curiosity and motivation;  capacity to work consistently and under pressure — independently and as part of a team — and to fit into a multicultural working environment;  ability to maintain the self-discipline required to work in a large public-service organisation. Language skills perfect command of all aspects and stylistic levels of mother tongue/main language; thorough knowledge of two or more official EU languages, at least one of which must be English, French or German. Thematic skills familiarity with economic and financial affairs, legal matters, technical or scientific fields. Translation skills a capacity to understand texts in the source language and to render them correctly in the target language, using a style and register appropriate to the purpose of the text; a capacity to research topics and terminology quickly and efficiently in both source language and target languages; a capacity to master computer-assisted translation and terminology tools, as well as standard office-automation software. 



• Selection and recruitment run by individual EU 
institutions and agencies, with possible support by EPSO

• For information and vacancies, check regularly:
ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission
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Temporary staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Temporary staff In 2020, DGT ran a call for Irish temporary staff translators, and in 2021 a call for also temporary staff translators of Finnish, Danish, German and Swedish.Recommendation: Show the audience the EPSO page on temporary staff.



• Selection procedure usually organised by EPSO

• Permanent CAST selection of translator and  proofreader
profiles

• Pool of applicants (= database) from which contract staff
are recruited

• For information check regularly
ec.europa.eu/info/jobs-european-commission

Contract staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contract staff (known as CAST from Contract Agent Selection Tool) Duration of contracts: 3 months to 3 years. Note that in any 12-year period, you cannot work for the European Commission on non-permanent contracts for more than 6 years in total (all types of contract combined). Probationary period: 9 months (for contracts of 1 year or more).Recommendation: Show the audience the EPSO page on contract staff.



Respond to a call for tenders and have your bid accepted

Calls for tenders are published on:

• TED – tenders electronic daily 
(Supplement to the Official Journal)  

• EUROPA: ec.europa.eu/info/translation/tendering-contracts

• Contracts from latest call TRAD19 from July 2020  

How to become a freelancer?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calls for tenders Successful tenderers are awarded framework contracts (duration of 4 years max) which commit them to providing translations at a price they quoted in their tenders. Selection criteria for contractors Technical and professional capacity to carry out the work (know-how, efficiency, experience, reliability) Information required on: working methods, recruitment procedures, translation capacity, use of translation tools, quality assurance methodsCalls for other services and suppliesDGT will launch calls for tender/calls for expression of interest for computer-assisted translation, revision, editing, and supplies of dictionaries and reference books, when needed.TRAD19: The new framework contracts entered into force 1 July 2020: 66 contractors cover 46 language combinations. A major change is that we will work with one main contractor (and up to 4 back-ups) for each language combination. A close one-to-one business relationship and open communication will increase quality and reliability. Recommendation: Show the audience the Europa page on tenders and contracts.



• Duration: 5 months
• Two rounds per year, starting in March and October
• For university graduates only
• For EU citizens – but a limited number for non-EU nationals
• Competence: able to translate from two EU languages into your main

language
• Monthly grant
• Info: ec.europa.eu/stages/

Traineeships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The monthly grant is +/- €1000.DGT hosts over 100 trainees a year.  



ec.europa.eu/info/departments/translation

facebook.com/TranslatingForEurope

facebook.com/translatores #JuvenesTranslatores

twitter.com/translatores @translatores

instagram.com/translatingforeurope

youtube.com/DGTranslation

#EDLangs #TranslatingEurope #2021TEF  #eTranslation
#EMTnet #xl8 

Web and social media
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